
 

Renormalization

Hs is common in QFT we encounter

ultraviolet VN divergences when we compute

quantum corrections In a reharmelizethe

theory these can be absorbed into renormalized

parameters and the field normalizations

To control the divergences one needs to

regularize the theory This regularization

can destroy some symmetries of the theory

e g a herd cutoff on moment destroys

Lorentz invariance and george invariance

It can be very cumbersome
to restore these

symmetries ty had after renormalization



There is only one known regularization which

preserves both gauge of Lorentz
invariance

dimensional regularization flimrey For this reason

perfrbetive
all modern QFT computations are performed

using dim reg

In principle renormalization in QED

and QCD is similar but the schemes

which are used are different In QED

one typically chooses physical quantities

e g me and then absorbs the divergences

into these In QCD the low energy dynamics

is complicated and there is no physical

querle meet and use physical coupling



analogous to a L 92 0 in QED

Instead one simply absorbs divergences

into parameters in L to obtain finite

Green's functions Since the parameters

are not physical they typically
depend on the renormalization scale µ

let us define rehormalized parameters
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We also define rewormalized fields
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where D 4 2E is the space time dimension

Divergences show up as Iq poles in
loop integrals



To rewormalize at one loop we must

compute all one particle irreducible

IPI Green's functions with UV

divergences It is easy to see that only

Green's functions with 54 externel legs

can be divergent
0 point I point
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r point functions vanish in dim reg
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To investigate whether a diagren is

UV divergent one counts the powers of

moments in the integrand
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Of course it can happen that the

divergent part vanishes when computing

the integral e g

t finite

but a diagram can never be more

divergent than the superficial degree of

divergence introduced above

When we introduced rewormalized

parameters we implicitly assumed that

the rewormalized Lagrangian
hes the same

structure as the tree level one i e



we introduced only one rewormalized

coupling despite the fact that there

are several terns where 8 appears
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It is quite natural because of gauge
invariance 3 that this works and one

can show that it works to all orders

by using Slavuov Taylor identities

which relate different Green's functions



let us look at an explicit example

In the exercise clers we computed
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To get the counter terns we write
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The finiteness of the two point

function fixes the divergent part



but different choices for the

finite part are possible The

simplest scheme is Minimal

subtraction MS where only
the divergent pieces are subtracted

Proceeding in this way
we now have

a finite quark mess mg.CM This

quark mass is a parameter in Laos It is

not directly physical depends on y but

we can compute physical quantities in

terms of this mess This makes



talking about quark messes a bit

delicate i since we do not have free

quarks there is no such thing as THE

quark mass Instead we must specify

the scheme Seele when talking about

these quantity

Similarly by computing
the

gum self energy diagrams
and

the quark gluon
vertex one

obtains
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With this we have rewormetized the

theory at one loop When expressed

in terms of the MS parameters

Mgk as SIDE we obtain finite

results for the Green's functions of

the theory

Of course since these are Greer's

functions of quarks and gluons it is

not clear at all what their physical

significance is We will come back to

this in the second part of the lecture


